Board of Regents

John A. Klebba
President

J. Scott Christianson
Vice President

Bruce Darrough
Member

Gregory Hoberock
Member

Steven Sellenriek
Member

Not Pictured:
Mark J. Collom
Member
Advanced Manufacturing Technician

Chris Lagemann (Dept. Chair), Ashton Suchland, Shannon Richnack, Warren Auge, Abraham Wilmes, Morgan Heyer, Joshua Skaggs, Ryan Wilson, Steven Lapin, Clayton Bach, William Rabe, Brian Carthens, Keil Fejarang, Dean Gergen (Instructor)

Dean Gergen (Instructor), Glenn Dodge, Alex Van Leer, Kyle Pucson, Carter Randolph, Tyler Shanika, Cody Wissmann, Ryan Schwoeppe, Chris Lagemann (Dept Chair)
Automotive Collision Technology

Front Row: Katelyn Eaton, Jordan Eads, Wesley Wohlt, Gabriel Holland
Middle row: Brandon Williams, Dakota Kittrell, Osson Cox, Isaac Deeken, Nathan Martin, Elijah Kellner, Henry Lorton
Back row: Joseph Filla, Joshua Crook, Joshua Behrens, Jakorus Arnold, Braxden Neil
Not pictured: Paige Vandergriff and Justin Buchanan
Jonathan Kippes, Taylor Hanson, Reece Henning, Charles Sherwood
Automotive Technology

Back Row: Cody Schollmeyer, Salvador Williams, Brendan Collinge, Trevor Seals, Steven Hoekel, John Jenkins, Christian Schweikert, Chance Ponder, Josh Rohl, Austin Pruitt, Tyler Smith, Collin Blount, Clint Moorman

Middle Row: Logan, Colton Hanson, Saul Segura, Jonathan Davis, Britt, Sean, Matt Klopcic, Ryan Johann, Zach Johnson, Gavin Gilbert

Front Row: Spencer Davis, Derrick Playle, Will Lakebrink, Logan Smith, Jarrett Muenks, Larry “Done” Henley, Jen Hartmann, Zach Downs
Back Row: Conner Drew, Colt Sweet, Michael Tharp, Evan Bock, Jimm Duong, Lance Quinlan, Austin Siedoff, Jeremy Santiago, Evan York, Mason Schaefer, Bo Deboeuf, Bradley Goan, John Van-Alst, Austin Loethen

Middle Row: Erick Von Feldt, Joshua, Youse, Clay Curry, Bo Thomas, James Frederick, Casey Medlin, Robert Imhoff, Austin Wilson, Josh Hartman

Front Row: Conner Aisse, Nathanael Danner, Dillon Turner, Dylan Roberts, Kalin Shultz, Noah Boehm
Aviation Maintenance

Standing- Matt Fowler (Instructor), Dustin Reese, Kenneth Roberts, Cole Jackson, Paul Thompson, Stephen Long, Charles Davis, Kegan Weiler, Daniel Schmidt, Andrew Pfantz, Cortez Cooper, Robert Freudenberg, Nick Kelley, Dylan Johnson, David Litfin, Jonathan Ettinger
Back row- Colton Noll, Josey Patrick, Keaton Depue, Jason Lacy, Erik Kimbrel, Simon Blow, Brent Jordan
Front row- Jacob Delaney, Ethan Bosch, Mitchell Frye, Ben Scott, Martin Dixson, Rob Grovesnor (Department Chair)
Biomedical Engineering Technology

Back row: Christopher Levely, Clayton Haslag, Zachary Tiggeman, Noah Heyer, Nicholas Earley, Joshua Gibson, Noah Nelson, Lucas Ballinger (Instructor)
Middle: Jacob Perry, Duncan Bassham, Dylon Custer, Zachary Kubinski, Andrew Stevens
Front: Mark Roques, Jacob Wolken, Jaycelyn Wolken, Erin Madigan
Back row: Trenton Lindsey, Ivan Franz, Taylor Young, Jacob Brundick, Benjamin Pigue
Middle row: Jacob Eickhorst, Charley Smith, Udochukwu Nkwocha, Victoria Holland, Adam Nagel, Emily Butyenek, Makayla Grothoff, Macy Buscher, Makayla Buscher
Front row: Catherine Meller, April Steele, Kayla Nolting, Brennan Pelzel, Michael Halvorsen, Ashley Massman, Hannah Hyde, Tatyana Sheremeta, Brandy Downs, Jessi Whittle, Danielle Herrin
Back row: Joshua Hart, Mathew Soefje, Adam Campbell, Ashely Schwartzte, Catherine Meller, Christopher Hock
Row 3: Megan Werdehausen, Peter Tollefson, Destiny Bax, Anna Williams, Nicholas Ray, Ryleigh James, Melissa Bailey, Instructor Sheila Lenger (Instructor)
Row 2: Autumn Baker, Courtney Scheulen, Madison Pfahl, Brooke Scheulen, Abigail Weyland, Jenna Mize, Kaitlyn Bland
Front row: Erica Fick, Hannah Plassmeyer
Business Technical Specialty

Back row: April Steele, Nicholas Ray, Lance Price, Ashley Schwartz, Catherine Meller, Christopher Hock
Front row: Courtney Scheulen, Hannah Plassmeyer, Erica Fick, Peter Tollefson, Sydney Hiller
CAT Dealer Service Technician Option

Back Row: Ed Frederick (Department Chair), Justin Viles, Kyle Wittmuss, Hunter McAllister, Branden Nixon, Simon Maize, Kevin Linneman, Andrew Wedemeyer
Middle Row: Ethan Schuessler, Kail Walther, Lane Doing, Jacob Erwin, Robert Lewis, Dalton Stude, Dakota Duffey
Front Row: Miles Rockers, Jason Echternacht, Hannah Wieligman, Alexis Musket, Broc Bennett

Up top: Riley Salisbury
Back Row: Matthew Simmons, Ryan Achter, Rhett Bird
Middle Row: Roger Haslag (Instructor), Joshua Hillebrand, Garret Rice, Zane Edwards, Devin Sprague
Front Row: Dalton Brissette, Hayden Greer, Austin Loveall
Civil Engineering Technology

Back: Zach Pate, Eli Palmer, Ben Shelton, Mason Hann, Riley Harris, Cody Meyer, Clayton Knipful
Middle Row: Lucas Rehagen, Cody Horn, Turner Myers, Devon Girdley, Lane McDaniles, Alex Henson, Shannon Voss (Department Chair)
Front: Korey Stephens, Seth Smith, Dalton Mann

Back: Corey Meredith, Adam Bennett, Nathan Reno, Sam Williams, James Bishop, Hunter Heimericks
Middle: Shannon Voss (Department Chair), Cade Pinkerton, Suzie Phelps, Tyler Wagaman, Dylan Kemper, Erick Bulla
Front: Devon Martinez, Amanda Kirsch, Seth Hess, Robert Lubke
Commercial Turf & Grounds Management

Back: Jake Padgett, Bryce Ash, Austin Hall, Austin Hazelwood, Grant Cushman, Kyle Feltrop, Austin Bachmann, Ian Carr
Middle: Nick Rackers (Instructor), Evan Eynard, Bill Strope, Brandon Kuhlmann, Cody Imler, Landon Williams, Hunter Feldwerth
Front: Breckin Blankenship, Clayton Oetting, Logan Otto, David Treat
Back: Ryan Klatt (Department Chair), Ty Maasen, Cody Stroup, Dawson Britt, Tyler Patterson, Kendrick Logan
Middle: Lucas Wacker, Cole Sandbothe, Jordan Brenneke
Front: Corey Harvey, Zac Baladenski, Tyler Cook, Kyle Johnson
Standing: William Smith, Chad Lage, Ian Youker, Xavier Vaughn, Mason Field, Austin Hollis, Fletcher Frank, Jacob Wieburg, Jackson Dudenhoefler, Elijah Oyler, Dylon Nelson, Andrew Schmitz, Matthew Luebbering
Kneeling: Kurt Kehoe, Brayden Stratman, Spencer Lane, Kailee Alewel, Chase Gordon

Back Row: Tyler Hoerschgen, Tyree Tarver, Michael Duncan, Taylor Lybyer, Tyler Campbell, Tom Markway (Division Chair)
Middle Row: Sonja Hunolt (Instructor), Josh Schauffler, Daniel Clare, Alexis Meyer, Bryan Johnson, Tyler Harrington, Peirce Kennedy, Noel Polhemus
Front Row: Stephanie Falter, Allen Verdot, Taylor Sanning, Taylor Knepp, Garret Jorgensen
Dental Assisting Technology

Back Row: Mady Honse, Heather Perrey, Megan Thoenen, Cassie Rice, Casey Coleman
Middle Row: Audrey Williams, Taylor Hale, MacKenzie Crabtree, Kristina Young, Abby Scheulen
Front Row: Trinity Morris, Olivia Capstick, Paige Leonard, Maddie Henke, Brooke Schofield
Drafting and Design Engineering Technology

Front Row: Sean Rielly, Allison Dintelman, Brinna Rollins, Maegan Henneberry, Savannah Hart, Megan Voelkerding, Bryce Joslin
Back Row: Mike Oetterer (Instructor), Nicholas Jurd, Andrew Steadman, Cory Strope, Ryan Bax, Nathan Peters, Eli Rice, Seth Raithel, Landon Troesser, Michael Loos, Trent Richardet, Michael Stockman, Elijah Wolfe, Desmond Williams, Ken Niekamp (Department Chair)
Front Row: Elizabeth Smith, Keaton Otto, Emily Prenger, Bayli Jetton
Back Row: Mike Oetterer (Instructor), Kyle Dudenhoeffer, Zachary Waters, Jesse Moss, Heston Jordan, Tayler Vaughn, Elijah Wormsley, Caleb Peters, Zachary Kempker, Brett Pinkley, Christopher Schwaller, Dalton Isgrig, Jozef Buchanan, William Christgen, Ken Niekamp (Department Chair)
Electric Power Generation Technology

Back Row: Jeff Holtmeyer (Instructor), Brant Ensor, Layne Duncan, Kaleb Bisges, Cameron Pickman, Travis Herr, Tom Bruckerhoff (Department Chair)
Front Row: Eric Biggs, Cole Czarnecki, Chris Perry
Electrical Distribution Systems

Back Row: Brian Arnold, Devin Radcliff, Trace Brandes, Tim Sanders, Blake Stock
Third Row: Garrett MacMillan, Gannon Withers, Kaden Hoover, Chris Atkins, Chris Wharton
Second Row: Hunter Mueller, Carter Vandivort, Clayton Hudson, Colten Houston, Dakota Butler, Josh Zaricor
First Row: Asher Gardner (Instructor), Bo Walker, Nick Hinch, Jackson Wood, Landon Leake, Chase Laughlin, Dillon Smith, Arius Uhrig, David Peterson (Department Chair)

Back Row: Hunter Gilkey, Dawson Carver, Austin Meyer, Kieran Evans, Tyler Hawkins, Trenton Goudeau, Spencer Harris
Third Row: Cameron Kirchner, Denton Jones, Ian Hayden, Tucker Crowe, Colton Moore
First Row: Asher Gardner (Instructor), Jacob Holloway, Parker Edmiston, Trent Rowland, Justin Roberts, David Peterson (Department Chair)
Not Pictured: Kaden Carlton, Dustin Drew, Landon Horstman, Jared Landewe, Nicholas Ruff
Back Row: Gunnar Martin, Paul Karsten, Duncan Green, Colton Ellis, Ryan Deeken
Second Row: Storm Schroeter, Joseph Shuchmann, Kaleb Dunn, Tyler Johnson, Spencer Duren, Adisen Harms, Tanner Sims, Timmy Dunn, Evan Friedman
Front Row: Gary Harlow (Instructor), Clint Deatherage, Garrett Ems, Quentin Starke, Jacob Tanner
Electronics Engineering Technology

Back row: Christopher Lively, Clayton Haslag, Zachary Tiggeman, Noah Heyer, Nicholas Earley, Joshua Gibson, Noah Nelson.
Middle: Jacob Perry, Duncan Bassham, Dylon Custer, Zachary Kubinski, Andrew Stevens, Derek Brown (Instructor)
Front: Mark Roques, Jacob Wolken, Jaycelyn Wolken, Erin Madigan

Heartland International Dealers Association Option

James Brown, Alex Romero, Jose Vasquez, Mason Kemna, Austin Martin, Logan Sorenson, Zachary Mehrer, Jacob Boyd, Canaan Silcox
Back Row: Dwight Massey (Instructor), James (Garet) Sturrock, Frank Denmon, Nathan Neuner, Gary Schumacher, Brian Toettcher (Instructor)
Front Row: Blake Bauer, Jayden Kniffen-McDonald, Evan Plank, Cesar Olivares
Heating, Ventilation, & Air Conditioning Technology

Back Row: Mitchell Platero, Connor Steffens, Andrew Dupin, Taylor Wansing, Grant Garrison, Logan Chiles
Middle Row: Mark Schanzmeyer (Instructor) Garrett Knox, Dalton Thieret, Dylen Stegeman, Nicholas Lock, Jared Lootens, Brady Holton, Caleb Patrick, Jeff Holtmeyer (Instructor)
Front Row: Rafaqat Ahmad, Maxwell Mueller, Jacob Garner, Nickolas Riley, Bryce Kempker, Dakota Cundiff, Tucker Cox, Brayden Neil, Garrett Mason, Tyler Lange
Back Row: Tyler Long, Matt Baker, Blaine Feeler, Justin Kleinheider, Dillon Hacker
Third Row: Jake Swarthout, Cole Wyrick, Joshua Kile, Will Davis, Caleb Atkinson, Ben Berhorst (Department Chair)
Second Row: Ethan Brandt, Cameron Hale, Kolten Sumpter, Josh Moore, Ryli Jetton, Mark Schanzmeyer (Instructor)
Front Row: Trent Steffens, Roger Lepper, Caleb Darnel
Heavy Equipment Operations

Left to right:
Bill Boehm (Instructor), Grant Amsden, Zachary Thomas, Dylan Berry, Austin Pulliam, Trevor Bosch, Jack Dietrich, Devin Morrison, Johnathan O’Neal, Taylor Phillips, Nicholas McCalliater, Bryant Carpenter, Carson Blackburn,

Industrial Electricity
Forrest Allen, Nicholas Boland, Cole DeClue, Tanner Derboven, Kyle Drebenstedt, Spencer Duren, Natan Goans, Parker Ledbetter, Adam Meyer, Nathan Wilson, Chad Wolken, Major Armstead, Jacob Calahan, Jason Calahan, Austin Carron, Hayden Conley, Nicholas Crutsinger, John Daylor, Tristen Distler, Joshua Gilmore, Brandon Iven, Dakota Kuclo, Raymond Mathenia, Collin Miller, Jonathan Perez, Dean Perschbacher, Cameron Pickman, Jacob Pyrte, Alden Rohrbach, Gregory Bader, Tyler Barton, Kaleb Bisges, Cooper Blum, Joseph Boucher, Jeffery Browers, Aaron Brown, Tyler Carson, Nolan Clark, David Connor, Dakota Coon, Colin Crane, Nicholas Dennis, Brennan Dolde, Ethan Dunakey, Jarred Dunn, Deavon Eakins, Brant Ensor, Justin Erwin, Jeremy Falter, Tommy Flowers, Zachary Foster, Garrett Hays, Cody Head, Lukas Hubbard, Joshua Hudson, Dylan Hughes, Jared Ide, Dawson Jarrett, Takota Jones, Trenton Jones, Landen Trey, Kyle Larose, Anthony Leibach, Caleb Ley, Tyler Martin, Jacob Mayes, James McLeod, Caleb McMurtrey, Jensen Miller, Ruisten Morelan, Dustin Mounce, Christian Neville, Clayton Niekamp, Jason Peters, Darrell Risch, Tyler Roberds, Cody Rucker, Ethan Sander, Brenden Shepard, Bryar Sproat, Grand Steever, Dennis Steckfuss, Jacob Thomure, Shelby Verslues, Colin Walters, Keith Wolfe, Corey Wray.
Medical Radiologic Technology

Back row: Irene Lindberg, Peter Worsowicz, Adam Hombs, Whitney Macormic, Katy Hannah
Middle row: Samantha Powell, Madison Bell, Kallie Schumann, Julie Anderson, Tori Adrian, Autumn Boles, Vicki Johnson
Front row: Madison Davenport, Hayley Dorton, Alison Heying, Emily Hansel

Rachel Craig, Laura Melancon, Heather Sapp, Olivia Edwards, Hannah Conley, Jackson Evans, Danae Martin, Bethany Heislen, Lauren Renner, Jillian Current
Medium/Heavy Truck Technology

Back Row: Jon Sprigg, Dalyn Hegerfeld, Eric Steinberg, Justin Howard, Joe Christisen, Brock Kurre, Colton Cox, Charles “Gage” Schrader, Brian Boehm (Instructor)
Front Row: Zachary Hove, Ben Kolb, Noah Boyer, Dillon Ripley, Ethan Hockensmith, Jacob Andrus, Patrick Snyder, Benjamin Doyle

Back Row: Alec Barlow, John “Andrew” Duncan, Travis Herr, Nic Schablowsky, Zach Lashmett, Lyle Moore, Taylor Heppermann, Nick Nenninger
Middle Row: Brendon Cotner, Austin Strange, Nate Withey, Layne Duncan, Dustin Lee, Vance Hesse, Jack Powers, Collin Maharas
Front Row: Cole Czarnecki, Kayce Cowell, Devon Dowler, Eric Biggs

Middle Row: Cheryl Probst (Instructor), Dustin Dummer (Instructor), Morgan Buehler, Aaron Campbell, Charles Gudermuth, John Wormsley, Ryan Poggemoeller, Patrick Westerman, Shawn Berhorst (Instructor).

Back Row: Chris Hillen (Instructor), Matthew Moeller, Khale Hoard, Matthew Pritchett, Mathew Kyger, Devin Pittman, David Herman, Michael Cahill.

Front Row: Beau Whittle, Logan Henke, Markus Emerson Ryan White, Noah Newberry, Anthony Pasananti, Morgan Cotten, Christopher McMichael

Middle Row: Cheryl Probst (Instructor), Dustin Drummer (Instructor), Zachery Dreesen, Martn Nevels, Samuel Knoppe, Scott McHenry, Steven Drake, Luke Sherman, Kenneth Bryor, Amadika Tolbert, Chris Hillen (Instructor)

Back Row: Brendan McCourt, Thomas Forbis, Trevor Phipps, Hayden Irvin, Aonghus Dollens, Connor Fuchs, Russell Bryant, John Lupsa, Shawn Berhorst (Instructor)
Nuclear Technology

Tyler Akey, Dawson Amheiser, Caleb Ellingsworth, Reagen Hauert, Tyler Jones, Jessica Langnickel, Avery Linneman, Ethan Miller, Chayton Moon, Ethan Wilson, Shane Brown, Jordan Chaney, William Clelland, Brett Davis, Scot Forsythe, Shannon Gaydos, Steven Gayman, Peter Hibbeler, Troy Kysar, Asher Mead, Stephanie Powers, Kaleb Pritchett, Quinton Risch, Jacob Rusk, Jared Stieferman, Zachary Taylor, Erin Wilson.
Practical Nursing Technology

Sierra Brandt, Olivia Buechter, Madelyn Buford, Cameron Camden, Shavonda Davis, Hannah Eisterhold, Gregory Headrick, Lauren Kaullen, Nicholas Kucsik, Eden Meade, Heather Murray, Olivia Oliver, Rylee Rackers, Rachel Spillane, Karen Verslues, Alison Wieberg, Raegan Wiser
Associate Degree in Nursing

Jenny Lockhart, MSN, RN (Instructor), Amber Borcherding, Judith Ntimpa, Isamar Andrade, Kristin Verslues, Haley Bartlett, Keri Winegar, Titilayo Ajayi
Physical Therapist Assistant

Back Row: Noelle Durk, Brendan Owsley, Baylee Lester, John Chester, Taylor Stockman, Chase Niekamp
3rd Row: Kathy Vitela (Instructor), Marette Starke, Diane Felton, Lindsay Seams, Madison Day, Aleigha Turner, Katelyn Jepsen, Melany Shannon, Tony Brenneke (Instructor), KD Berrey (Department Chair)
2nd Row: Michelle Barnhart, Taylore Keeney, Morgan Thomas, Taylor Woodward, Megan Wiggins
Front: Jessica Kahan
Back Row: Tom Bruckerhoff (Instructor), James Hassell, Zachary Brandt, Carlos Herrera, William Hunt, Zachary Lunn, Adam Van Winkle, Jason Finlay (Department Chair)
Middle Row: Carson Bock, Ryan Slaughter, Nathen Schmidt, Tyler Schmidt, Christopher Perry
Front Row: Clifton Cobine, Spencer Struemph
Back Row: Tom Bruckerhoff (Instructor), Ryan Valentine, Tanner Marble, Joshua Distler, Austin, Cody Stroupe,
Front Row: Wyatt Webb, Christopher Brandt, Jason Finlay (Department Chair)
Precision Machining Technology
Utility Systems Technician

Middle Row: Cole Schaefer (Department Chair), Trenton Green, Carson Stephens, Derek Pippins, Hunter Wyss, Nikolas Trenary, Kyle Bartlett
Front Row: Levi Jefferies, Austin Wren, Kyle Brautigam, Dylan Patton, Trey Gibson
Not Pictured: Dane Borovicka, Patrick McCawley, Eugene Meisel
Welding Technology

Back Row: Lucas Johnson, Joel Richter, Conner Grossmann, Zachery Wieberg, Will Blaue, Gavin Ownbey, Andrew Eisterhold, Cole Schanzmeyer, Cody Vanderbilt, Jacob Asberry, Brian Eisterhold
Front Row: Shane Jamsa, Cameron Bopp, Matthew Vire, Cash Payne, Connor Quinn, John Hotz, Jeffrey Williams, Lily Seago, Harrison Cortinas, Dallas Chelf, Logan Jones, Devin Ferro
Not Pictured: Ty Misner

Back Row: Hunter Dangler, Andrew Howard, Jarek Kimbell, Christian James, Trenton Thompson, Brayden Williams
Middle Row: Jose Raya, Austin Rauch, Peyton Bartlett, John Buckler, Jacob Pyle, Trent Beachy, Sarah Pagel, John Utley, Carson Berendzen
Front Row: Kevin Kelly, James Wolfe, Garrett Hall, Zachary Hill, Seth Payne, Christopher Miller
Not Pictured: Dakota Bullock, Brody Plowman, Brock Wilson
Front Row: Paige Ratliff, Dom Dunn, Seth Arflack, Ryan Schwartz, Sarah McManus, Tanner Williams, Travis Johnson

Not Pictured:
Austin Berendzen
Zach Hallowell
Colton Thomas

Back Row: Micheal Klingsick, Dylan Vocks, Ben Pigue
Front Row: Carter Clark, Luke Huber, Dolan Jahn (Instructor)

Not Pictured:
Mason Simmon
Will Wallace
Phi Theta Kappa
Greetings:

In accordance with the bylaws of the Phi Theta Kappa Society, International Scholarly Honor Society, the University of Central Missouri announces the establishment of a chapter of the Phi Theta Kappa Society at Columbia College.

To all to whom these presents shall come,

We do hereby grant to the following persons as charter members thereof, the right to use the Phi Theta Kappa insignia and to enjoy all the rights and privileges accompanying it:

Charter Members:

[Signatures]

In witness whereof, the following persons have signed these presents under the seal of the University of Central Missouri, this [date].

[Signature]

[Name]

[Title]
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